Introduction
It has been shown in a previous paper [1] (hereunder denoted (I)) that quasicrystal rational approximants result from a periodic distribution of flips on the parent QC structure. When only one flip per unit cell, one gets the so-called Fibonacci approximants. A flip is not a topological defect and can be split into two opposite matching faults, which are topological defects; this is most probably the situation that occurs in stable approximants. A matching fault has all the characteristics of a usual stacking fault in a crystal.
As we shall see, the line bordering the fault carries an effective Burgers vector b ef f || ⊂ E || which expression derives from a geometrical analysis in E ⊥ , and the fault displacement itself amounts to a flip. 1 Our approach to the dislocation geometrical conformations consists in 1-a Volterra process (VP) [2] in E || that yields perfect dislocation components, 2-an operation in E ⊥ that yields imperfect dislocation components. This is in contrast with the usual approach, where the defect resulting from a 1 The notations are the same as in (I). b = b || + b ⊥ dislocation is analyzed with a unique VP in E = E || × E ⊥ ; the defect observed in the physical space E || is then the intersection of the defect in E and E || . But this method, employed e.g. in [3] and made easy to-day by the powerful computer simulations at our disposal, does not demonstrate at once why a disvection (as we call the set of defects carried by a dislocation In Sect. 3 we show that, within the present analysis, climb appears as easier than glide, a result well attested experimentally [4] .
Some of the results here presented were already developed in [5] , from which a few figures are adapted.
Perfect and imperfect dislocations in a QC

True sites and false sites in E ||
A VP performed in a 3D periodic crystal moves any atom {m} ocupying any site m ∈ Σ, the cut surface, to a site µ = m + b either occupied by an atom {µ} crystallographically equivalent to {m}, − this is a perfect dislocation −, or occupied by an unequivalent atom (or not occupied at all), − this is an imperfect dislocation. We call m a true site in the first case, a false site otherwise; all the sites are either false or true, depending on b. If Σ ⊥ ⊂ AW is entirely in T (resp. F), then L ⊥ is entirely in T (resp. ββ and δδ and two matching faults: αα and γγ .
placed by two point dislocations of opposite signs, such that the successive segments ββ , γγ , δδ , α α terminate on pairs of point dislocations, that form dipoles. In this figure Σ ⊥ oscillates only once, and there is only one self-intersection − this is enough to make visible that, in spite of multiple projections, the topology of Σ ⊥ and its self-intersections are sufficient to partition Σ ⊥ into perfect and imperfect subΣ ⊥ s, i.e.into perfect and imperfect dislocation dipoles. The only condition necessary to perform such a partition is that Σ ⊥ be continuous.
This construction extends easily to a 3-dimensional acceptance domain; the generalization consists in introducing two dislocation segments of opposite signs along the boundary {T , F}, where it is crossed along line segments by Σ ⊥ . What is then a matching fault whose Burgers vector is a flipping vector?
False sites and matching faults: flipping vectors
We are guided in this search by the two representations we have already used for the VP displacement of an atomic surface AS(m) with {m} ∈ Σ, one in the perpendicular space E ⊥ − the displacement of m ⊥ −, the other in P (m || ) − the displacement of m || , both rather simple in the case in view.
The m ⊥ representation will appear more manageable in the general case.
There are several situations according to the position of m ⊥ in AW, see the relevant partition in Fig. 5b . Here we restrict to the case when the site on the cut surface belongs to R 2 . The other cases, somehow more complicated, are discussed in Appendix B.
Consider therefore an atom {m} represented in AW by the site m ⊥S ∈ R 2 , which suffers the VP displacement b * ⊥ , Fig. 6a . This displacement brings {m} to a site k ⊥ on the boundary of AW, where it has to flip to In conclusion the Burgers vector of the dislocation in physical space is b * || , and is attended by a matching fault whose shift is b * || . This is much comparable to a partial dislocation in a periodic crystal; this is also the simplest case of imperfect dislocation one can meet in a QC.
VP for general matching faults
The general case for |b ⊥ | < |b * ⊥ | can be treated on the same basis as when b ⊥ is a flipping vector. Starting from the site m ⊥S ∈ F, b ⊥ hits the boundary in k ⊥ , flips to k ⊥ , from which site it reaches m ⊥F , see Fig. 7 .
Notice that m ⊥F is necessarily inside AW, since by construction the length spanned along the direction k ⊥ m ⊥F inside AW is larger than |b⊥|.
Thus, in the case of the octagonal AW of Fig. 7 :
(1) 
The position of m ⊥S in F determines which edge of the octagon b ⊥ hits:
there are four types of matching faults associated to b ⊥ , whose Burgers vectors are,
(cf. Fig. 9 for the orientations of the flipping vectors), and whose corresponding fault shifts are −b G in E can be written:
the penultimate equality resulting from 
Climb
Climb is of another nature. Pure climb in the hypercrystal is a displacement of the hyperline L along a well defined direction <c> that is perpendicular both to L and to b. Since E ⊥ belongs to L, <c> is perpendicular to E ⊥ , and thus belongs to the physical space E || . In order to fully achieve the orthogonality of <c> to b and to L, it is then enough that <c> be perpendicular to b || and to L || . Therefore pure climb in physical space is along <c>, and is thus the same process as pure climb in the hypercubic lattice. The b || dislocations are singularities per se, since the cloud of accompanying matching faults can be erased by opposite matching faults or by diffusion [8] . Thus there is a topological classification of the dislocations b || alone [9] . Similarly, as pointed out in (I), there is a topological classification of the matching faults. These two classifications can be given a unique framework for b [9] : but whereas crystal dislocation lines relate to a group of commutative translation symmetries, quasicrystal disvections relate to a group of non-commutative transvection symmetries (Cartan's [10] ), thus their name. The VP provides a simpler, more physical picture.
Because the 'phason' defects are imperfect dislocation dipoles that relax the long range 'phonon' stresses of perfect dislocations, glide in a QC shows some analogy with Kronberg's synchroshear [11] , where dislocation glide is assisted by shifts of the smaller atoms, yielding partial companion dipoles.
However, since climb is an easier process than glide,the question remains open whether the formation of imperfect dipoles is easier by synchroclimb rather than by synchroshear, or whether a high activation energy for synchroclimb definitely makes certain that climb is favored in one direction only.
The octagonal case has often been considered from a conceptual viewpoint, thanks to its (relative) simplicity; this should encourage experiments (observation of defects) in this type of structure. 
Here again, the matching fault shift is a flip.
